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The Starr, Evers, Starr author team is the most successful in non-major biology primarily because of

the team's clear and engaging writing style, trend-setting art, and unparalleled media. BIOLOGY

TODAY AND TOMORROW WITH PHYSIOLOGY, Third Edition, the team's most concise text,

provides the perfect balance between educating students on the most compelling issues that

instructors desire to convey with the critical-thinking skills needed to become responsible citizens of

the world.
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1. Invitation to Biology. 2. Molecules of Life. 3. Cell Structure. 4. Cell Function. 5. Capturing and

Releasing Energy. 6. DNA Structure and Function. 7. Gene Expression and Control. 8. How Cells

Reproduce. 9. Observable Patterns of Inheritance. 10. Biotechnology. 11. Evidence of Evolution. 12.

Processes of Evolution. 13. Early Life and the Microbes. 14. Plant Evolution. 15. Animal Evolution.

16. Population Ecology. 17. Ecosystems and Communities. 18. The Biosphere. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

For the past two decades, Cecie Starr has been known as one of the best-selling biology textbook

authors. Her texts, appreciated for their clarity in both the written word and the visual representation

of biological concepts, include multiple editions of BIOLOGY: THE UNITY AND DIVERSITY OF

LIFE, BIOLOGY: CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS, and BIOLOGY TODAY AND TOMORROW.

Her original dream was to become an architect. Instead of building houses, she now builds, with



care and attention to detail, incredible texts based on this philosophy: "I invite students into a

chapter through an intriguing story. Once inside, they get the great windows that biologists construct

on the world of life. Biology is not just another house. It is a conceptual mansion. I hope to do it

justice."Christine Evers has been creating multimedia and Web-based materials to supplement Starr

and other science texts for ten years. She earned her B.S. in Biology from SUNY Stony Brook. After

working as a research assistant studying the developmental biology of slime mold, she was

awarded an N.S.F. fellowship to attend Yale, where she studied evolutionary biology and honeybee

behavior. She has a strong interest in science education and serves as a member of her local

school board.Lisa Starr earned her B.A. in Chemistry/Biochemistry from the University of California

at San Diego Revelle College in 1982. Over the next five years, she became expert in molecular

and cell biology as she helped build a veterinary virology research program at the startup biotech

firm Syntro (which was later spun off into Protein Polymer Technologies). During this time, Lisa

invented the cDNA cloning kit and the mRNA isolation kit that launched Invitrogen (now part of Life

Technologies). She left Syntro to launch a molecular biology division for a veterinary vaccine

company (Synbiotics, later acquired by Pfizer Animal Health), and then spent seven years at The

Scripps Research Institute investigating integrin isoform expression in development and cancer

metastasis and training postdoctoral candidates. She was recruited to start up the biotech firm

Ixsys/Applied Molecular Evolution (later acquired by Lilly) and to establish proof-of-concept for

combinatorial library construction as well as antibody randomization/humanization at the fledgling

firm. Prior to joining the Starr franchise, she was recruited to start up Desmos, another biotech firm,

that was later spun off into Cythera/Novocell/ViaCyte. Since 1997, Lisa has been responsible for the

incredible art in the Starr biology textbooks, and began authoring the books in 2004.

Biology Today and Tomorrow with Physiology by Starr and Evers is visually attractive, but the print

is small and the explanations are somewhat confusing at times. They would have done much better

by focusing more on the textual content instead of all the great big photos, diagrams, and animation

features. The limited text means the authors had to cut some explanations down to a bare minimum

and hope the student "figures" it all out in the end.There are a lot of other better textbooks out there,

but this one is OK if you want a lot of nice photos with your reading.

Never read the book, wasted my money, but hey it was there and easy to access.(passed the class

with a B)



Excellent! Everything I thought it would be

The book came in pretty used up. Some pages coming off and nothing like the description. Very

unsatisfied with the purchase.

A good survey of topics in biology. From the micro world to plants and animals, to systems and

ecologies, all are introduced to the reader.

That's why  is so great. I had to have this book.

Our granddaughter is in on line college and this is a great way to go her books. We so appreciate .

This is just a blessing.

The fact that I had to purchase this book is lamentable. I do not enjoy Biology in the least. However

the book is very nice, arrived quickly and in good shape. Great service, great product.
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